Kitchen accessoires
Press Release
Consultation on site: Naber on the road to visit specialist dealers
Customers and partners who were unable to make it to the Naber trade fair stand at
area30 still have the chance to experience live product presentations: with several
elaborately equipped Multivans, Naber is on the road to visit specialist dealers in Germany
and neighbouring countries to explain accessory highlights in person.
When considering which kitchen accessories can be integrated well into your own on-site
exhibition, the best results are achieved when the original products can be viewed and
tested in situ. Trade fairs rarely provide this aspect of customer proximity at present, and
they involve a great deal of organisational effort for the visitors.
Naber has therefore expanded its vehicle fleet and offers appointments for customer
consultation on site. Naturally, high hygiene standards are applied to the Naber Roadshow;
safety is guaranteed.
Practically oriented and modular
The selection of products and systems is just as varied as at the trade fair. Elements of
lighting technology with function converters and lights are shown in the Multivans, along
with attractions from the ranges of waste collectors, installation material and cupboard
equipment.
The kitchen faucets in various shapes and colours particularly come into their own on the
modular presentation systems. They are positioned next to high-quality built-in sinks,
where the focus is on material quality and flexibility. TABLON® Interior, which is also on the
road with the Naber sales experts, represents a cross-section of the accentuated variety of
chairs and stools as well as table and bench frames.
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Naber GmbH
A dynamically growing company within the
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500
accessories items belong to the product range.
Numerous internationally recognised design
awards underline the innovative power of the
family-owned business which is successful for
decades.

Management
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving
force behind the development and realisation
of innovative products.
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human
resources, organisation and finance.
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the
company with drive and vitality.
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